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The 2021 Pony Club Polocrosse Open Meeting 

Held on 17th of October 2021 via Teams at 6pm 

 

Agenda 

Reports from the Pony Club Polocrosse committee 
1) Introduction and overview of Pony Club Polocrosse 

2) Review of 2021  

3) Feedback of Survey Results for Pony Club Championships and Autumn Challenge 

4) Our plans for 2022 and 2023 

Open forum items for discussion 
5) Initiatives for growth of the sport  

6) Training resources and development of horse and rider 

7) Working with the UKPA and balancing requirements of both organisations 

8) Future structure of Pony Club Polocrosse Championships 

For each of the items above there is a short paper included below. 
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Item 1: Introduction and overview of Pony Club Polocrosse 

 

Welcome to the 2021 Open Meeting for Pony Club Polocrosse. 

 

Polocrosse is one of the nine sports which is officially run within the Pony Club, with competitions and 

training run by Branches and Centres around the country, as well as by the central committee and the 

Pony Club Office. We are part of the overall national charity (as are all the Branches that exist around 

the United Kingdom).  

 

Polocrosse started being played in the Pony Club in the late 1980’s due to the efforts of a small group 

of volunteers and formed the starting point for the establishment of polocrosse being played more 

widely around the UK. Since then polocrosse has continued to be played in Pony Clubs around the 

country and many of the adult players you see playing polocrosse today started off in the Pony Club.   

 

Polocrosse within the Pony Club is overseen by the Pony Club Polocrosse Committee, which consists 

of the following people: 

 

Iain Heaton (Chairman) 

Jan Whitehead 

Chris Milburn 

Anna Kimber Tarbuck 

Caro Daniels 

Natalie Harpin 

Hetta Wilkinson (Area Representative) 

Meg Green (Area Representative) 

 

We also have a wider group of Area Polocrosse Coordinators who look to support polocrosse within 

their own Area of the UK (the Pony Club officially divides the UK into 19 Areas) and organise training 

sessions and help support Branches and Centres looking to play polocrosse. We also have about a 

one fifth share of a development officer in the Pony Club office, Zoe Pulling, who does a huge amount 

of hard work for the sport. 

 

The main purpose of the polocrosse committee and the coordinator group is to give Pony Club 

members the opportunity to play polocrosse. The Pony Club overall has over 300 Branches, 400 

linked Centres and 30,000 members, so as we are one of the smaller Pony Club sports there is lots of 

members out there who have not yet had the opportunity to try polocrosse. Therefore, we are very 

keen to work with members, parents, volunteers and coaches across the UK to allow them all to try 

the sport. We look forwards to discussing some of the ways we might achieve this at the Open 

Meeting!  

  

Many thanks for your attendance and positive input 

Iain Heaton 

Chairman, Pony Club Polocrosse 
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Item 2: Review of 2021 

 

2021 has been overall an excellent year, though not without its challenges. We have run a number of successful 

competitions and gave some great opportunities to our members. A huge thank you to everyone who made 

these possible.  

 

We saw members from all over the UK take part in the different competitions, with 18 Branches and Centres 

and 11 Areas represented at the one day Arena tournament in April (our thanks to Arden Polocrosse Club and 

the UKPA for working with us to deliver this event)!  

 

There was also a wide range of Areas and Branches represented in the Four Nations teams in July, with the 48 

members coming from 23 different Branches and Centres and 13 Areas. Obviously we realise that is still only 

around 3% of all the Branches and Centres in the UK but it we believe it does represent a wider geographical 

spread than we had five years ago. 

 

The Four Nations was a huge success and a huge thank you must go to everyone who helped make it happen; 

our sponsors, our volunteers (particularly our first time team managers and coaches) and Celyn Polocrosse 

Club and Cheshire Polo Club for hosting the event. Well done to all the members who took part; you were great 

ambassadors for the sport and Pony Club. 

 

The Championships was held at the new venue of Offchurch Bury and it was the first Championships we had 

been able to run since 2018. We didn’t get quite as many entries as we were expecting but ultimately that did 

allow us to run a single pitch tournament and test out the new venue in a slightly more relaxed manner (also it 

meant every game got commentated on which we think is a record!).  

 

The Autumn Challenge was held near Priors Norton in Gloucestershire and a huge thank you must go to the 

Whitehead family for hosting us and doing so much work to prepare the site for us. The venue proved fantastic 

and the members seemed to have an amazing weekend. 

 

From a committee perspective the period from June to September was very busy, with Four Nations, then 

Championships and then the Autumn Challenge all taking up a lot of time. We do think we might need to 

consider how we run all these events in future years and whether we need more clearly defined roles (and 

probably additional volunteers) to avoid overloading the same people for each event, as we do feel we were 

dangerously close to doing that this year.      

 

We saw lots of members improve and develop and new members take part for the first time. A huge thank you 

goes to our hard working Area coordinators, coaches and other volunteers around the country who make that 

happen. We could not do it without you, and indeed we actually need more of you if we are to grow the sport 

more. 

 

We also saw 9 current members of the Pony Club selected for the UKPA Open Squad, along with 8 former 

members. We have always had lots of former members in UKPA Open teams and also lots of current members 

in Under 21 and Under 16 teams but this is the first time we believe we have had this number of current 

members in an Open Squad. Well done to them all! 

 

We ran a starter kit offer for Pony Club Branches and Centres over the winter of 2020/2021 and this was well 

received. However, due to COVID-19 we were limited in what training activities we could offer and we are keen 

to try and do move again this winter and in the early part of 2022. 

 

Overall, we feel it has been an excellent year and we are now very keen to carry on all this work in future years 
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Item 3: Feedback of Survey Results for Pony Club Championships and Autumn Challenge 

 

Summary of results of the Pony Club Polocrosse Championships survey 

 

We received 11 responses from people who attended Championships (which equates to 21.5% of the people 

who attended Championships). Though this is not as high a figure as we would have hoped for it is still probably 

sufficient to give us an understanding of people’s views generally on the Championships – though experience 

suggests feedback surveys are more likely to be completed by people who have particular points to raise or 

have had particularly positive or negative experiences. In future years we may look to achieve a higher 

completion rate by offering some sort of prize draw for all who complete the survey, though there are risks here 

that people will just fill it in quickly to get a prize, rather than actually caring about the feedback they give.    

 

Overall, there are pleasing results, with 74% of all results being in the “Very satisfied” or “Satisfied” boxes. 

However, there are clearly some areas which do score less highly, with people being less satisfied with the 

stabling arrangements and, to a lesser extent, the central hub. However, we are particularly pleased with the 

scores around areas such as the venue, the pitches and the tournament organisation, where people have 

expressed universal satisfaction.  

 

We have passed on this survey and all the specific comments to the wider Pony Club Championship organizing 

committee so they can review it alongside the feedback they have collected from other sports.  

 

We also received feedback from 8 people who did not attend Championships. The top reasons these people 

identified as not attending were “cost of stabling”, “cost of entry” and “lack of penning”, with each of these 

categories receiving four votes. There were also votes for “Too far to travel” and “Too many events close 

together”, and some people also gave other specific reasons. 

 

There were specific comments from both groups of people as to what they would like to see at Championships 

in 2022. The most common mentioned item was the ability to pen horses, though people also made reference to 

the site being laid out differently (with trade stands closer to the stables/ camping/pitches) and also other factors 

such as reduced cost of entry or different dates. 

 

We also asked all the respondents whether they would rather polocrosse was in the first and second week of 

the Championships. This was a fairly even result, with 3 people saying “first week”, 4 people saying “second 

week” and 7 people saying “either” 

 

Our response    

 

We would like to specifically note that this is the first Championships we have run for three years. No 

Championships was run in 2019 due to poor weather and 2020 was cancelled due to COVID-19. We did run an 

alternative event in 2019 (the Autumn Challenge – which all entries to the Championships were given free entry 

too) but this was not a Championships and was a standalone tournament.  

 

Given these factors and the fact this was an entirely new Championships venue we think it was always evitable 

that there would be some points to improve on from this event and we (and the wider Pony Club) are keen to 

improve on them. The venue for next year’s Championships has already been confirmed as Offchurch Bury 

again and so we can look to improve on any specific site issues, though we were pleased overall with how the 

site performed for a first year. We were slightly disappointed with the level of entries (which were down by about 

30% to 50% from what we have seen in previous years) but actually it did ultimately allow us to test the venue 

and run a small scale, single pitch tournament which made our lives easier in a number of ways. 
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We have already been informed by the central organising committee that they will be looking at the areas of 

stabling organisation and check in for next year, as there were definitely problems for all sports in that area. We 

would like to say a particular thank you to Jo Gale for helping with stabling check in on Friday afternoon/ 

evening and actually through her efforts we believe most of our polocrosse competitors did actually get a good 

check in process (with most of the problems we witnesses actually being for Mounted Games competitors). The 

central organizing committee have also indicated they are going to be looking to change the layout of the site to 

create a more central “Central Hub”.     

 

We will obviously look to take on board all this feedback as we discuss and plan the Championships for 2022. 

However, we think it is only fair to make it clear that there will also be some limitations to what we can achieve if 

we wish to continue with polocrosse being part of the main Pony Club Championships. We feel that being part of 

the main championships has a number of benefits and we believe does make it a far more special event for 

members than us running a standalone tournament. However, it does mean that we have to work with other 

sports and we have to accept certain central decisions which are felt to be best for the event as a whole. If we 

do not wish to do this as a sport then the only option is to run a standalone event, which we can do but we do 

not believe it will feel as special or benefit the sport in terms of promoting it to the wider Pony Club.   

 

We do not honestly believe at this stage we could reduce the actual cost of entry for the Championships in 

2022. We are either in line or cheaper than the other Pony Club sports, nor do we believe that £65 is 

unreasonable for a Championships event (it is cheaper than most grades within the UKPA’s own 

Championships, where Juniors paid £75 and Seniors £85). We would also argue that we do offer more than a 

“standard tournament”, with an event that is completely focused on young players, dedicated experienced 

umpires and field officials, trade stands and other activities going on across the weekend and also all levels and 

players being commentated on throughout the weekend.  

 

Also, we would categorically state that no tournament could deliver what we delivered this year on the basis of a 

total tournament entry fee of £3,315 (that was the total entry fee revenue received from the 51 members who 

played at the Championships this year). Even a small scale tournament (such as our Autumn Challenge) costs 

in the region of £5,000 to run and the only reason we were able to deliver the polocrosse championships on that 

small an entry fee is because we were joined together with our sports and took advantage of the economies of 

scale that that brings. So if the view of the community if that they want a standalone event then there has to be a 

clear commitment to support that event. Part of the challenge of being a small sport is that you have to ensure 

that you will cover your costs if your entries do not meet up to your expectations – this was sadly the case with 

our Autumn Challenge as well. A solution to this is that the sport needs to grow, because if there were 200 

members wanting to play at Championships everyone could pay less and we would still have more overall 

income to deliver what people want.   

 

We will discuss with the wider Championship organising committee the idea of penning on site – we would think 

if it is possible to pen on site then the penning would have to be well organised and probably be further away 

from the pitches but we may be able to agree some form of solution. Another alternative could be for there to be 

penning available off site and for us to make use of the lorry day parking. However, obviously we realise this 

could impact on competitors and families have a full championships experience.   

 

In terms of dates we do not believe at this stage moving to the second weekend would be wise. We have for 

years struggled when our Championships has fallen the weekend before the UKPA’s own Championships and 

having gained the opportunity to move away from that situation we do not believe moving back to it would be to 

our benefit – unless the UKPA themselves are willing to move their Championships.  We realise there are also 

UKPA tournaments on other weekends in August as well and we will discuss the proposed overall 2022 

calendar with the UKPA. Ultimately, we need to ensure we are working together for the overall benefit and 

development of the sport and do not end up competing for a shrinking number of members.  
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In summary, we will continue to discuss this feedback and planning for 2022 with the Pony Club Polocrosse 

Committee and our Area coordinators. We will also ask specifically at the Open meeting whether there is a 

desire from those attending for us to move away and run a standalone event in 2022.    

 

For the full feedback survey results please see Appendix 1.   

 

Summary of feedback from the Autumn Challenge 

 

Thank you to the UKPA for conducting this survey on our behalf as part of their standard tournament feedback 

surveys. We are delighted with the feedback we received on this event and have been informed by the UKPA it 

is one of the most positive feedback surveys they have received all year.  

 

As the feedback was all “free text” answers rather than scoring it is not possible to summarise the feedback in 

the same way but overall we would describe it as “glowing”. There are some minor points that we will note for 

future years but mainly we would again just like to say a big thank you to the Whitehead family for hosting us 

and putting so much work into organizing the venue. 

 

For the full feedback survey results please see Appendix 2.   
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Item 4: Our Plans for 2022 and 2023 

 

Our plans for 2022 and 2023 are focused on further growth and development of the sport – we do 

consider that our top priority. You will see that in item 5 and item 6 we have laid out more detail as to 

the areas we think we need to look at to grow the sport further and continue to develop great young 

polocrosse players in the Pony Club. 

 

The other aspects of each year is our competition calendar and we are keen to make 2022 and 2023 

very successful and give lots of opportunities for members to compete. Each year will hopefully 

feature an Arena Challenge, a Championships and an Autumn Challenge. The date for the Arena 

Challenge for 2022 has already been confirmed as the 23rd and 24th of April, with the Championships 

scheduled for mid August and the Autumn Challenge in mid September.  

 

We would also be looking to hold a Four Nations competition again in 2023 and will start to plan that 

in more detail during 2022. 

 

It would also be great if in the Spring/ Summer of 2022 and 2023 we get more grass based training 

events and one day tournaments also running – as we have seen in some areas over recent years 

and they definitely help develop members and allow them the opportunity to train and compete more 

locally, rather than having to travel long distances to do so. Our vision would be that we should have 

events like this running around the country in the run up to the summer championships to help 

members prepare for the event. These don’t need to be full tournaments but rather a mix between 

training and coached chukkas to aid the development of members. So we are keen to support Areas, 

Branches and Centres in running events such as this. 

 

We do need to make sure our plans for 2022 and 2023 are appropriately focused as we do only have 

a limited number of volunteers and resources. In delivering 3/ 4 centrally organized events we are 

really at the maximum of what we can manage and so if there is a demand for more centrally 

competitions then we will have to identify people to assist us in running those.     
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Item 5: Training resources and development of the horse and rider 

 

The main objective of the Pony Club is to train and develop young people and teach them to ride and 

care for horses.  

 

Pony Club has a huge amount of training resources and members can undertake training across a 

wide range of subjects and sports. There are regular training events within each Branch and Centre 

(often at a very low price). There is also formal test system and also a huge number of achievement 

badges that members can earn, as visible recognition of their learning and development. However, 

one of our challenge from a polocrosse perspective is how do we make use of these resources and 

ensure members see them as relevant to polocrosse (which many would be)?  

 

We do need to ensure that polocrosse playing members continue to develop as riders and trainers of 

horses, not simply being skilled with a racquet and ball.  So we would like to ensure there is strong, 

ongoing training to ensure that our members continue to develop as good all round riders and learn all 

that they would need to bring on and train a horse for polocrosse.  

 

Anecdotally, we do tend to hear that members who start playing a lot of polocrosse become less 

engaged with other Pony Club activities and this can also create an impression within their Branches 

and Centres that they have effectively been “lost” to polocrosse. This also means that the member 

may well miss out on training opportunities that would have been of benefit to them.   

 

What we would like to do is identify ways in which we can make best use of all the training resources 

within the Pony Club, keep allowing polocrosse players to make use of all the training that is available 

and also ensure that we are delivering training from a Pony Club Polocrosse perspective that helps 

develop great riders and polocrosse players who are then able to produce great polocrosse horses. 

We are very keen to hear around thoughts around what we could do in this area and specifically the 

following points: 

 

- Relating Pony Club training resources to polocrosse 

 

- Delivering training for horses 

 

- Delivering more specific training for polocrosse players  

 

- Keeping polocrosse players engaged with their Branch or Centre 
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Item 6: Initiatives for growth of the sport 

 

We are very keen to grow the sport of polocrosse in Pony Club and in doing so contribute to the wider growth of 

the sport. We feel we have been successful in doing this in recent years and we feel this is evidenced by the 

number of new players, particularly Minis and Juniors who have taken up the sport in recent years and are now 

playing regularly in Pony Club and UKPA events. A lot of this is through the hard work of individual coordinators, 

who have organized taster and training sessions and got members in those areas playing. We are immensely 

grateful to all of them for their work and hope they also inspire others to try the same in their own areas.   

 

One thing we have always found it is always easier to grow the sport around existing players and around UKPA 

clubs and we are always keen to work with UKPA clubs to help develop the sport in Pony Clubs in their areas.  

 

We will continue to try and ensure that Pony Club members around the country have the ability to play 

polocrosse. We know that fundamentally this relies on three key factors; equipment, coaches and suitable 

horses. 

 

We believe that through our starter kit offers we do offer affordable kit to Pony Club Branches and Centres and 

we will always try and ensure that a coach could have access to equipment if needed to deliver a session. 

 

We work closely with the UKPA on the development of coaches. It is worth nothing that the requirements to 

coach in Pony Club are slightly different to the requirements in the UKPA which does actually give us slightly 

more flexibility but we do believe that for the future of the sport it is essential that there is ongoing training and 

development of qualified UKCC coaches and we are very grateful to the UKPA for their leadership in this area. 

 

Suitable horses can be a problem for some members but actually in our experience most Pony Club horses and 

ponies will at least be able to take part in taster sessions and people can learn the basics of playing on them. 

We are very keen to develop further training resources as to how to train and improve a horse for polocrosse (as 

noted in item 5). 

 

We do also want to look specifically at how we can develop polocrosse further in Pony Club centres. We know 

of a number of centres who do play polocrosse but we completely understand that it is hard for them to take part 

in our competitions. We are wanting to look at whether we can expand the number of centres playing and run 

some specific Centre focus competitions, more in line with how competitions run in the SUPA Polo competitions 

or the BUCs equestrian competitions.  

 

We are very keen at the Open Meeting to hear people’s thoughts on the following areas which we feel are key 

for developing the sport: 

 

1) Expanding and improving our current approach to delivering training and taster sessions around the UK  

 

2) How we can ensure members have access to equipment 

 

3) Can we do more to develop coaches?  

 

4) Can we do more to help members have access to suitable horses? 

 

5) How can we best work with Centres to further develop the sport there?     
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Item 7: Working with the UKPA and balancing requirements of both organisations 

 

We are not the United Kingdom Polocrosse Association. That might seem like an obvious statement 

but we do find sometimes that people confuse Pony Club Polocrosse and the UKPA and get 

frustrated as to why we operate separately.  

 

Ultimately polocrosse is a small sport and if you were designing the best way to structure the 

administration and organisation of a small sport from scratch you possibly would not split it up 

between two organisations but that is the situation we have and if the sport of polocrosse is to remain 

within the Pony Club (and continue to receive the benefits that brings) it does need a separate 

committee and does need to remain anchored to the overall rules, governance and approach of the 

Pony Club.  

 

We do believe that if the sport is to continue to operate and grow in Pony Club then members have to 

be engaged with their Branches and Centres and representing them in competitions. We realise this is 

potentially of less interest to a member (or the parent of a member) who just wants to play polocrosse 

but ultimately if we do not continue to grow the sport there will be no one for them to play against in a 

few years’ time.     

 

We are keen to explore ideas as to how we could work to best effect with the UKPA and ensure that 

we are both delivering to our members and developing the sport. These could be ideas around: 

 

1) Running competitions or the competitions calendar in a different way 

 

2) Membership  

 

3) Structure of clubs/ teams  

 

4) Training and development 

 

5) Horse welfare 

 

Obviously, any proposals would have to be agreed by both the Pony Club and the UKPA and we 

would have to be clear as to how exactly we would deliver them (many great ideas have faltered when 

it comes to actually putting them in to action) but we are keen to get at the Open Meeting any 

thoughts from people regarding what they think might help the sport and the smooth operation of both 

organisations.  
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Item 8: Future Structure of the Pony Club Polocrosse Championships 

 

We would like to seek the opinion of the Open Meeting on the following question: 

 

Would you rather we ran a separate Pony Club Polocrosse Championships or continued to run the 

Polocrosse Championships as part of the overall Pony Club Championships? 

 

Background: 

 

Many years ago the Pony Club Polocrosse Championships was always run as a separate 

Championships and the polocrosse committee at the time managed to get it added into the main Pony 

Club Championships. This was to do to add to the prestige of the event and to help promote the sport 

to more members and we do believe overall it has done this and continues to do this – we are aware 

of a number of players playing who probably would not be if they or their friends had not seen the 

sport at the Championships and then organized it within their own Branch or Centre.  

 

However, we are also aware that running a standalone tournament does give us more control over all 

aspects of the competition and we could decide on dates, venue etc ourselves. From a committee 

perspective running a standalone tournament would actually involve considerably more work and 

higher costs, as we do make use of a number of aspects of the main Championships to minimize 

costs and administrative time (such as toilets, showers, paramedics, vets etc). We do not think a 

standalone event would have the potential to be as special for the members taking part, with the 

absence of the central infrastructure, trade stands, sponsors and other sports taking part around 

them.  

 

Our specific polocrosse entry fees (which totaled slightly over £3,000) from the Championships this 

year would have not covered the cost of running a normal polocrosse tournament. From a 

participant’s perspective obviously we are aware that there was the additional cost of stabling this 

year but obviously that did come with additional costs as well and ultimately we would not be receiving 

this revenue at a standalone tournament, so we have not included this as part of our polocrosse entry 

fees.    
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Appendix 1: Full Results of the Championships Survey 

 

The full response for each question was as follows: 

 

Responses from those who attended Championships 

 

Overall did you enjoy the event  

  

Yes 11 

No 0 

  

  

What did you enjoy most about the event 

  

It was our first time there so all very new to us. Enjoyed the kids having an amazing time. 

A good chance to practice stick skills and work on my horse.  

The organisation and venue were brilliant  

Meeting new people and the party 
The event was very well organised and  ran smoothly.  Even with a crisis when a horse collapsed 
the vet tram and stewards were there and professionally dealt with the crisis.  Well done everyone!   

How friendly it was   

Playing matches and meeting up with other players  

Friends and competing  

Scenery  

Playing matches  

  

  
Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - The Venue 
and location 

  

Very Satisfied 6 

Satisfied 5 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 0 

Dissatisfied 0 

Very dissatisfied 0 

  
Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - Tournament 
Organisation  

  

Very Satisfied 9 

Satisfied 2 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 0 

Dissatisfied 0 

Very dissatisfied 0 
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Appendix 1: Full Results of the Championships Survey (Continued) 

 
Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - Stabling 
(including check in and vaccination checks) 

  

Very Satisfied 4 

Satisfied 2 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 0 

Dissatisfied 2 

Very dissatisfied 3 

  
Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - Price of 
Stabling 

  

Very Satisfied 2 

Satisfied 3 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 1 

Dissatisfied 1 

Very dissatisfied 4 

  
Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - Camping 
(including facilities such as showers) 

  

Very Satisfied 3 

Satisfied 6 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 2 

Dissatisfied 0 

Very dissatisfied 0 

  

Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - Pitches  

  

Very Satisfied 5 

Satisfied 6 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 0 

Dissatisfied 0 

Very dissatisfied 0 

  
Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - The Central 
"Hub" (food stands, trade stands etc) 

  

Very Satisfied 2 

Satisfied 3 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 5 

Dissatisfied 1 

Very dissatisfied 0 
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Appendix 1: Full Results of the Championships Survey (Continued) 

  
Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - Prize giving/ 
prizes  

  

Very Satisfied 5 

Satisfied 5 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 1 

Dissatisfied 0 

Very dissatisfied 0 

  
Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - Saturday 
Night party 

  

Very Satisfied 3 

Satisfied 3 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 3 

Dissatisfied 0 

Very dissatisfied 1 

  
Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - Joining with 
other sports  

  

Very Satisfied 2 

Satisfied 4 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 4 

Dissatisfied 1 

Very dissatisfied 0 

  

  

Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - Price of entry  

  

Very Satisfied 4 

Satisfied 5 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 1 

Dissatisfied 0 

Very dissatisfied 1 

  

Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - Atmosphere 

  

Very Satisfied 5 

Satisfied 4 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 1 

Dissatisfied 0 

Very dissatisfied 1 
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Appendix 1: Full Results of the Championships Survey (Continued) 

 
Please rate the below based on your Experience of Pony Club Championships 2021 - The 
polocrosse matches (including order of play, umpiring and commentary) 

  

Very Satisfied 8 

Satisfied 0 

Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied 1 

Dissatisfied 1 

Very dissatisfied 0 

  

Please enter any extra details you'd like to share about the areas above 

  
Could be more camping space for the larger areas competing. Area 2 was very compact for all of 
the members camping etc 

We do find penning easier than stabling 
Would have preferred penning, my horse is never stabled and was very stressed and struggled with 
swollen legs as she is not used to it. Also very expensive to stable in comparison to penning.  
 
The hub was too far from the camping, and the shuttle service was not regular, this didn’t make it 
very disabled-friendly for a visiting family member.  
 
The Saturday night party saw a large amount of underage drinking, littering and rowdy behaviour. 
Teenagers were vomiting at 7pm while we were trying to enjoy dinner. It was largely aimed at 
children and there was no bar for adults to enjoy a quiet drink.  
 
The matches were not ideal in the open section, low entries meant playing the same team and it 
also meant that teams had to be mixed with other clubs so we lost that â€˜team spiritâ€™ feeling.  
The stabling was not ideal. We had some bigger horses with us for the junior sections and they did 
not like the stables being so small and unable to put their heads out to see the others. It was then 
also not ideal having them so far away from the camping field so we couldn’t even keep an eye 
when they were thrashing around. The smaller ponies seemed fine however.  
Generally well run.  No time delays and able to exit the tournament at end without a huge tailback 
etc.   

Didn't feel nearly as included  in the whole championship atmosphere  
My stabling cost £700 for 2 horses & 10 days as I had a child doing px and one inter Eventing. I 
didn't need a bale of shavings every day and only used 7 of the 20 included. I think there should be 
a discount for those having to stay for a longer period. Also, the number of port-a-loos were 
inadequate and a health hazard on the days they were not cleaned 

Toilets were really disgusting not emptied camping jumbled  

Need beer tent  

  

Did you enjoy having the tournament along side Mounted Games and Tetrathlon  

  

Yes 9 

Maybe 2 

No 0 
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Appendix 1: Full Results of the Championships Survey (Continued) 

 
Do you intend to attend the Championships in 2022? 

  

Yes 9 

Maybe 2 

No 0 

  

  

What would you like to see at Championships in 2022? 

  

More trade/food stalls  

Penning for the horses   

To have at least one food and drink stall closer to the pitches and camping field 

Same as 2021  

Pitch nearer (time scale and physically) the main show jumping and village hub 

More toilets!!  

Coffee at the polocrosse pitch it was a long way for coffee or food 

Beer tent  

All sports together, more polocrosse players, penning, cheaper 

  

Please enter any other information you'd like to share with us 

  
Penning needs to be allowed. Old ponies in stables when they are not used to it will put a lot of 
people off.  
Px was great and my daughter loved that she was able to play despite not having a full team from 
her club. Thanks  
Other riders were very rude and militant towards the px players as they felt they shouldn't practice 
anywhere 
My daughters had a great time because they hold the champs as a highlight of the year. However 
this year lacked atmosphere and importance.  

  
Would you prefer the Polocrosse to take place in the first or second weekend of Championships 
next year? 

  

First Week 3 

Second week 3 

Either 5 
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Appendix 1: Full Results of the Championships Survey (Continued) 

 

Responses from those who didn’t attend Championships 

 
Please shares reasons for not attending the Championships this year (Please check as many boxes as 
relevant) 

  

Cost of stabling 4 

Cost of entry 4 

Lacking of penning 4 

Too far to travel 2 

Too many events close together 1 

  

Other 3 

Not loving polocrosse   

Didn't have a horse go with and didn't make a team in time.. 
We stopped enjoying Championships three years ago, we do not like the practice of putting scratch 
teams together with the best players in them and we were fed up with the difficulties getting any money 
back in 2019. The requirement to stable and the sheer cost of it made us decide not to bother this year. 
Seeing how the order of play turned out confirmed the wisdom of our decision 

  

Do you intend to attend Championships 2022 

  

Yes 3 

Maybe 5 

No 0 

  

  

What would you like to see at Championships 2022? 

  
Entry fees to match that of ukpa junior sections as this is what pony club are offering. Penning for free 
as again this is what ukpa offer. Just as an idea ukpa include a hot meal for all players within the 
entrance fee.  
I feel that pony club are becoming exclusive within the polocrosse section with the cost and need to 
have ponies stabled when polocrosse in general is making a huge effort to be inclusive. 

Address all the above points  

Penning available   

Lower price. Ability to pen. Guarantee of a different kind of tournament  
Penning, date not so close to other events (although the Home Nations was on this year which took up 
a week away) 

  
Would you prefer the Polocrosse to take place in the first or second weekend of Championships next 
year? 

  

First Week 0 

Second week 1 

Either 7 
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Appendix 2: Results of Autumn Challenge Survey 

 

What were the things you most enjoyed at the Autumn Challenge 2021? 

• Very friendly well organised tournament.  

• Beautiful location great pitches and wonderful atmosphere. Really one of our favourite tournaments so 

far. Also nice to get Rossetts and decent prizes for the little ones.  

• "It was a very well organised tournament. The majority of the play ran to time and it had a really chilled 

friendly atmosphere.  

• It was also nice that all grades got recognition, not just the higher grades. This was shown from 

spectators watching all grades and having commentary on all the games too. " 

• The venue everything was run to a high standard excellent best venue so far this year. 

• The games  

• Fantastic atmosphere really good fun 

• The chilled atmosphere and the venue 

• Well organised, timings and loved the Thai food  

• Pitches  

• Lovely new venue, well laid out with a great space for spectators to view from, pitches played really 

nicely as well.  Nice chilled out vibe as well.  Good commentary thoughout. 

• All of it  

• The atmosphere, organisations and the perfect ground for the horses 

• Playing! 

• Everything - it was brilliant ! Great venue  

• Friendly atmosphere  

• Thai van! 

• Great venue and pitches  

• The grounds and the atmosphere 

 

What did you think about the new location including the pitches and camping field? 

• Amazing! 

• Bit too much grass for penning! . But excellent apart from that  

• "Loved the location; the pitches played really nicely and the camping field right by made it easy to pop 

back to the pens for any forgotten items! Also loved that you could watch both pitches with the 

spectators in the middle and horses at the one end.  

• I think having the spectator bit set up in the middle made people come and watch, rather than staying 

sat around the pens. " 

• Fantastic venue, pitches great camping facilities great hopefully more tournaments held there. 

• Good but a bit small  

• We loved it!! Pitches were the best we have played on all year, the camping field was close by and had 

lots of grass and water points 

• Amazing!!  

• Good set up of fields and amenities, worked well and close at hand 

• Great pitches. Great camping field.  

• Plenty of camping space, liked the access roads marked out, easy access to pitches, pitches played 

well.  

• Excellent  

• Fantastic 

• Pitches great, camping field very comfy for sleeping in a tent but grass was worryingly long for horses! 

Location was lovely but absolutely MILES for us to travel from Northumberland, felt so much further than 

other venues. 

• Location was perfect and camping excellent  

• Nice 
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Appendix 2: Results of Autumn Challenge Survey (Continued) 

 

 

• A bit far away however very convenient that's pitches were next to each other 

• As above just more signage  

• Absolutely brilliant 

Any thoughts on the catering and bar provision that were onsite at the weekend? 

• Perfect for the event  

• Very good and not too silly prices like at rugby 

• Food was amazing quality! Also loved the bar with the marquee/lights and fire pit set up. Despite waiting 

for food it was worth it.  

• Food delicious, bar excellent very impressed  

• Not much choice if u didn’t like curry  

• The only thing that let the weekend down slightly was the catering, they were not very well organised, 

they took ages to serve on Saturday night and the menu was limited 

• Amazing too!  

• Loved the Thai food catering !! Bar is always well appreciated  

• Awesome  

• "Thai food was great and liked the bar.  Nice to have a chilled out weekend with no massive party/loud 

music at the end of the season.  

• Only comment on the food was it would have been nice to have them serve a little later on the Sunday 

afternoon but appreciate they had been busy all weekend so probably needed to get away!" 

• Excellent  

• Fantastic but a marquee for the bar would be better 

• Very good. Would be great to have somewhere to buy cakes/tea in afternoon 

• Food was very tasty  

• Amazing  

• Mabye more snacks  

• Just need a marquee  

• The bar was a bit expensive and the food was the same in the day and the evening that was a bit 

disappointing 

What were the things you least enjoyed at the Autumn Challenge and could be improved on? 

• Umpiring was poor in mini section. A pony in mini kicked 3 times on sat and again on Sunday nothing 

done about it. Perhaps because the owner was high profile.  

• Broke two ribs but everyone was an amazing support. What a community to be part of.  

• I don’t have any suggestions, it was a really lovely tournament.  

• Nothing  

• The fact all grades were mixed  

• The catering as above!! 

• Nothing??  

• Distance being even further away  

• Water bowser between the pitches might be useful 

• Nothing! 

• Just the really long drive was not so good 

• Nothing - I think the organisation was amazing  

• Nothing 

• Nothing  

• A bit noisy from the dogs nearby  

• The food 
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Appendix 2: Results of Autumn Challenge Survey (Continued) 

 

What did you think about the standards of play at the weekend? 

• Not as high as usual but still some good play at all levels  

• Very good. Loved the way they ran the pj's it was much fairer for them and they had lots of positions to 

play and team mates to play with. They should do it that way more often as it leveled the game much 

more. And kids had to work together no matter what team they were from. A Rossett for everyone with 

best boy girl and pony was fab idea.  

• Good standard of play; it was nice to have different players and not for it all to be focused on higher 

grades.  

• Excellent amazing games very entertaining  

• Okay  

• Very good, high goal final going to goldern goal very exciting 

• Played 3 really good games which were close as the teams were all very even  

• Good standard of play 

• Good 

• With a smaller tournament and the mixed divisions, you will always get a different standard but what 

was so nice was seeing people mix up and play with other people they wouldn't normally play with.  

• Great 

• Very high 

• Well I’m rubbish so I thought everyone was good 

• Great standard of play.  

• Great 

• Standards were great 

• Good 

• Very good. 

Any other comments or observations you would like to share? 

• Lovely tournament. Thank you.  

• Great venue 

• "Just to say a big thank you to the organisers of the tournament. The prizes were an added bonus and it 

was lovely that every team got at least a rosette for participating.  

• Please can we have more tournaments here!!! " 

• Brilliant tournament really enjoyed it 

• Thank you for a super weekend !!  

• When PJs or novices are playing ask umpires to hold time so that they can explain rules.  

• Thank you to the organisers for finding a new venue and putting this on - was a great finish to my 2021 

polocrosse season!  

• The cleanest polocrosse showers ever  

• Please have an event nearer Northumberland some time! 

• Maybe my favourite competition of the whole season. Thank you to all  

• "Thought it was just for pony club, better publicity maybe  


